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CORRECTING and REPLACING Booz Allen Selected for GSA Open Source Project

Booz Allen to Help Modernize Awards Process for Integrated Award Environment 

MCLEAN, Va.--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- Please replace the release dated October 30, 2014 with the following corrected version due 
to multiple revisions. 

The corrected release reads: 

BOOZ ALLEN SELECTED FOR GSA OPEN SOURCE PROJECT 

Booz Allen to Help Modernize Awards Process for Integrated Award Environment 

Booz Allen Hamilton (NYSE: BAH) has been selected by the United States General Services Administration (GSA) to help the 
Integrated Award Environment (IAE) enhance the government's contract award/acquisition process. 

Under terms of the five-year, $64.5 million contract, Booz Allen will develop a Common Services solution for the IAE. 
Specifically, the Common Services award tasks Booz Allen with developing the IAE Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) offering which 
will be used by other vendors to build business applications. The PaaS environment will support specific needs that are 
common across applications, including providing common identity and access management, data management, search, 
application programming interface (API) management, developer tools, and cloud management capabilities. IAE will act as the 
integrator in bringing the capabilities that the common services platform will provide together with the vendors who will use the 
tools. 

The contract advances the GSA's commitment to cloud and open source solutions to help Federal agencies improve service 
and reduce costs. In this case, Booz Allen will help the GSA apply cloud and open-source solutions to deploy and host the IAE 
common services platform. Applications built or migrated by core vendors atop the platform will allow users - Federal agencies 
looking to acquire goods and services, external contractors bidding for and securing contracts - to enjoy a faster, more 
streamlined service. 

"To be selected by the GSA for this important transformation is a testament to Booz Allen's cloud and open source expertise", 
said Ashley Skyrme, vice president, Booz Allen Hamilton. "We brought together the right team and partners to provide market 
leading technology and expertise from the private sector, and demonstrate by example how a cloud-based common services 
platform can help Federal agencies fulfill their mission." 

The win builds upon Booz Allen Hamilton's longstanding support of the federal government's cloud computing initiatives and its 
commitment to providing open source solutions. The firm works with government clients to leverage the cloud for a variety of 
mission challenges, from cloud data strategies to cloud policy consulting and cloud security audits and services. 

"The GSA is leading by example," remarked Munjeet Singh, principal, Booz Allen Hamilton. "Over time, the open source, cloud 
environment supporting the GSA's acquisition process will inspire other Federal agencies to apply the same approach." 

Booz Allen Hamilton has a history of leveraging industry-leading open source solutions for its cloud broker and management 
frameworks. The Company also closely partners with cloud vendors and open source platform providers including RedHat, 
Docker, Talend and Amazon Web Services. 

"Our depth of expertise and close industry partnerships make Booz Allen uniquely suited for any Federal agency using open 
source cloud platforms," noted Jarid Cottrell, senior technologist, Booz Allen Hamilton. 

Compared to proprietary development, building via open source platforms allows Booz Allen to collaborate with their clients and 
create software that it is relevant, scalable and cost effective. To learn more about Booz Allen's open source initiatives, visit: 
www.boozallen.com/cloudbroker.  

About Booz Allen Hamilton 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.boozallen.com%2Fconsulting%2Fmanagement-consulting%2Foperational-efficiency%2Fcloud-service-brokering&esheet=50972908&newsitemid=20141030005520&lan=en-US&anchor=www.boozallen.com%2Fcloudbroker&index=1&md5=e99bcca95a5dd672c034fbd9acb6d537


Booz Allen Hamilton is a leading provider of management consulting, technology, and engineering services to the US 
government in defense, intelligence, and civil markets, and to major corporations and not-for-profit organizations. Booz Allen is 
headquartered in McLean, Virginia, employs nearly 23,000 people, and had revenue of $5.48 billion for the 12 months 
ended March 31, 2014. In 2014, Booz Allen celebrates its 100th anniversary year. To learn more, visit www.boozallen.com. 
(NYSE: BAH). 
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